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(Reste le chagrin)

By Catherine Grive
In May 1930 an ocean liner sails out of New York harbor. On
board, a group of mothers and spouses who are traveling for the ﬁrst
time to visit the graves of their sons and husbands. Grief Remains is the
story of their journey, the ﬁrst pilgrimage of the Gold Star Mothers.

LITERATURE

Grief Remains

These very different women will share their memories and together evaluate how time has transformed their grief.

232 pages
March 2017

Born in Toronto, CATHERINE GRIVE came to live in France when
she was four. She was a radio producer for France Culture and has
written several albums for children and adolescents. Reste le chagrin is
her ﬁrst novel.

Sunken Heart
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(Coeur-Naufrage.)

By Delphine Bertholon
Lyla is single, lonely, and about to turn thirty-four. The only bright
spots of her well-ordered life are her job as a translator and her eccentric
best friend Zoe.
Then one day she receives a strange message that abruptly transports her seventeen years back to her past, to that summer of 1998. Leila
is sixteen and dreams of escaping from home and her abusive mother.
During vacation on the Atlantic coast, she meets and falls in love with Joris,
a surfer. When she ﬁnally realizes she is pregnant, it’s too late.
Coeur-naufrage alternates between voices of the past and present:
Lyla’s adolescence and the consequences of that summer, both for the
adult she has become and the crushing secret she carries of giving up
her baby for adoption, and for Joris who discovers his fatherhood so many
years later.
Our lives are shaped around our decisions, good and bad,
things left unsaid, and things misunderstood. But, once missed, is
there hope for a second chance?
DELPHINE BERTHOLON is the author of Twist, the widely applauded
novel, Grace, and more recently, Le Soleil à mes pieds and Les Corps
inutiles, all published with Lattès. She lives in Paris.

London 2017

Catherine Troake is one of these women. Her son Alan, joined the
Army at age eighteen and died during the early days of the war. Catherine never understood, never accepted and never forgave. Her anger,
pain and solitude are not like those of the other women. However, life
on the ship is a small world and she ﬁnds she cannot keep her distance:
she needs release, something inside her must give.

414 pages
March 2017

(Danser au bord de l’abîme)

By Grégoire Delacourt
On the spur of the moment, Emma leaves her husband and children
for a man she barely knows.
“ What are the risks when you risk it all. Mothers teach us patience, a
more polite form of resignation, because they know that wrapped up in desire
and love are lies and moments of surrender. Desire does not last a lifetime she
told me. Nor does love, I answered. I believe in that ﬁrst sight, mom, the language of the eyes, the dizziness, the thunder. What you believe in, my dear, will
end in sadness. But, there you have it. There are promises you make to yourself at age twenty, and there are chance encounters.There is the happiness you
thought you had, and the happiness you seek.There is the urgency to live, the
swirling light-headedness. And then, sometimes, everything falls apart...“

LITERATURE

Dancing on the Edge of a Volcano

GRÉGOIRE DELACOURT is the author of ﬁve novels, all published with
Lattès. In 2011 he published his ﬁrst novel L’Ecrivain de la famille, then in 2012
his ﬁrst bestseller La Liste de mes envies, translated in 35 countries, followed
by La première chose qu’on regarde in 2013, On ne voyait que le bonheur in
2014 and Les Quatre saisons de l’été in 2015.

368 pages
January 2017

London 2017

Rights sold:
Germany (Hoffmann und Campe)
Spain (Maeva)
Russia (Eksmo)
“A moving story and a vibrant ode to desire.” FEMME ACTUELLE
“With a novel more profound than previous ones, Grégoire Delacourt offers a
reﬂection on the crossroads we inevitably encounter in life. ” PARIS MATCH
“A heady spiral of love” L’OBS
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For Love
(Par Amour)

By Valérie Tong Cuong
When, in order to protect loved ones from the absurdities of war, all
you have is the strength of sacriﬁce and the energy born of love.
June 1940. The city of Le Havre is occupied by the Germans. Almost
immediately, the British begin to relentlessly bomb the city. Famine, sickness
and death spread everywhere, traditional values are debunked and certitudes
shattered. A new, painful challenge arises with the evacuation of the children.
Hundreds are sent away from the only home they knew, sometimes as far away
as North Africa.
After everything has been taken from them through ﬁve long years of
war, all anyone has left is love. Par Amour tells of the altered destinies of two
families caught up in the moral and physical cataclysm of war: Joffre and his
wife Emelie, caretakers of a local school, devoted to their mission and to their
two children, and Muguette, Emelie’s sister, who will soon be overcome by poverty and sickness, and her children, Joseph the optimist and little Marline who
barely says a word.
VALÉRIE TONG CUONG has published several novels, among which the
critically acclaimed Providence and L’ Atelier des miracles, in translation in ten
languages. She also writes for television and cinema.
“A powerful saga.“ VERSION FEMINA
“A story with a force and a gripping energy, that we read with wet eyes, like a
family novel found in the attic.“ LE POINT

416 pages
January 2017

Rights sold:
Italy (Salani)

(Aimer et prendre l’air)

By Sophie Simon
Amy is not really sure if she wants to leave Jack, or if she has to leave
Jack. When she married him, she was a young actress who has since grown
up. But Jack has only grown old.
At the end of the summer, in their vacation home in Connecticut, she
feels the time has come to leave him, like she has done many times before. But
this time, nothing goes according to plan.

LITERATURE

Getting Some Fresh Air

Getting Some Fresh Air is written with casual elegance and a
dash of tender irony. A dramatic comedy about the inevitable. Shades of
Woody Allen.
304 pages
February 2017

SOPHIE SIMON lives in Paris. She has previously published a novel and a
collection of short stories with Lattès.

Almost Together
(Presque ensemble)

London 2017

By Marjorie Philibert
Nicolas and Victoire meet on the night of France’s World Cup victory
in 1998 and they fall in love. After their carefree college days, comes their
ﬁrst apartment, their ﬁrst salary and their ﬁrst washing machine. But what was
supposed to be a satisfying life doesn’t live up to its promise. While riding the
subway, they dream of the country, trips to foreign places, freedom… If only
they could touch something larger than themselves, or even just feel alive.
Almost Together recounts with humor, irony, derision and
melancholy the adventures of a couple of the year 2000 and paints a
portrait of a time where life feels perpetually diluted, a time where really
and truly being with another person takes extraordinary effort. And yet,
it has never been more urgent to ﬁnd meaning in one’s life, in one’s
relationships and in the world.
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376 pages
January 2017

MARJORIE PHILIBERT was born in 1981 and is a journalist in Paris. This
is her ﬁrst novel.

The Problem with Love
(Le Problème avec l’amour)

By Isabelle Miller

A novel on contemporary love and the amorous attachments that
have made us who we are.
Marion is in her early forties, the mother of an adolescent, and very much
in love. Yet when her lover declares his feelings to her, she has an awkward
reaction and seems to back away. In order to dissipate the uncomfortable
atmosphere and keep her couple together, she begins a long letter to him about
her past failed relationships.
Through her past experiences and the different portraits of men she
depicts, Marion slowly discovers the effects of the stories we tell ourselves..
This is also a novel about Paris, the city of love with all its clichés and seduction,
but seen from the inside, by a Parisian who has lived her entire life in the city.
328 pages
February 2017

ISABELLE MILLER is the author of a noted ﬁrst novel, Le Syndrome de
Stendhal (Editions Sabine Wespieser, 2003). She published a collection of
texts Les Inachevées, le gout de l’imparfait (selected by the Prix Medicis and
Femina, 2008, published with Editions du Seuil).

By Côme Martin-Karl

Anxious and a bit anti-social, the narrator is a sociology student who falls in
love only in his dreams. The object of his fantasy is the singer of an English boys’
band. He decides to glorify his adolescent obsession by turning it into a thesis for
his university. !
If our narrator had his doubts about being a genius, he at least thought he
was unique in his choice of subject matter. But then he meets Julian. Julian is
writing his college thesis on the same topic and he appears to be the opposite of
the narrator, handsome, profound and fabulously intelligent.
Mixing intellectual ambition, pop culture and erotic fantasy, this novel asks that essential question: When we are in love, is the object of our
affection real?

256 pages
March 2017

LITERATURE

Styles

CÔME MARTIN-KARL was a parliamentary assistant before working in
advertising. His ﬁrst novel, Les Occupations, was published with Lattès in 2013.
He lives in Paris.

Lines of Perspective
(Lignes de fuite)

London 2017

By Stéphanie Braquehais
When Emma’s grandfather Maurice dies, Emma leaves in search of a secret
buried long ago when Ethiopia was a French colony, somewhere along the
Franco Ethiopian railway. A dramatic incident took place that no one ever spoke
of but that continues to weigh heavily upon the entire family.
Lines of Perspective is told through the voices of three generations:
Henri, Emma’s great-grandfather, director of the Franco Ethiopian railway;
Maurice, his son, who tells of his childhood in Djibouti in the nineteen
thirties, and lastly Emma.
STÉPHANIE BRAQUEHAIS lives in Nairobi Kenya. Born in 1979, she was
a correspondent for Radio France International and other French media from
2003 to 2014, covering central and East Africa. Today she devotes her time to
writing and translation.
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352 pages
April 2017

My Lemon Tree
(Mon Citronnier)

By Samantha Barendson
On August 15th 1978 Franco Barendson dies in a hotel room in San Carlos
de Bariloche, Argentina. He leaves behind a two year old daughter who knows
nothing about his death and asks very few questions as she grows up. That young
girl is now approaching forty and when her grandparents pass away she feels an
irrepressible desire to learn more about this man whom her mother never spoke
of. That young girl is the narrator of this story.
She wants to discover the truth, to try to understand and to ﬁnd the witnesses
scattered over time and three different countries: Argentina, Spain and France.
She wants to know exactly who he was, and what she ﬁnds out is not what
she expected…

272 pages
January 2017

Born in 1976 in Spain from an Italian father and Argentinean mother,
SAMANTHA BARENDSON lives today in Lyon. She works in the scientiﬁc realm and
publishes poetry collections.

LITERATURE

Kindergarten
(Grande section)

By Hadia Decharrière
What is left of our childhood? As she watches her young daughter
grow, the heroine of this novel incessantly asks herself that question. For a
very long time she had no memories at all, or barely any, nothing to tell, as if
her past had been erased. And then one day her daughter enters kindergarten
and suddenly everything bubbles to the surface : the eighties, the many times
she moved, Syria, the USA where she grew up, her father’s death, way too
soon, and she sees everything again through the eyes of a six year old child. A
second chance to discover her earliest joys and earliest sorrows.
Kindergarten often marks the beginning of conscious memory, images
that may fade but are never forgotten. The author seizes this chance to explore
how her childhood shaped her life, formed its shadows, mysteries and misunderstandings, and to learn whar has been lost.
224 pages
April 2017

Don’t Talk to Strangers
(Ne Parle pas aux inconnus)

By Sandra Reinﬂet

« Don’t talk to strangers », this is advice Camille has heard over and
over again since she was a child. But now, her deepest desire is to leave for
somewhere else, anywhere else but here on the couch in front of the TV that
threatens to swallow her up like it swallowed up her mother. Ever since her Polish girlfriend, Eva, has disappeared, Camille is plagued by nausea. Teetering
on the edge of emptiness, Camille makes the life-altering decision to leave,
and, thumb in the air, she takes to the road towards the East where Eva, this
stranger who she was forbidden to kiss, must reside.
Through Germany, Serbia, Romania and Hungary she dominates
her fears and opens up to the very strangers her parents wanted her
to avoid. They will all help her in different ways to ﬁnd what she wasn’t
looking for: herself.
384 pages
January 2017

Born in 1981 SANDRA REINFLET invents true stories using photography,
music or words. Don’t Talk to Strangers is her ﬁrst novel.

Future First Lady
(La Future)

By Michelle Simon-Duneau
The new President of France, a bachelor, launches an unprecedented contest to ﬁnd his First Lady. This is how the daughter of a cleaning woman becomes the heroine of an exceptional destiny.
Inès Santos is in her early forties and the daughter of a Spanish cleaning
woman. She was brought up almost like a sister to Marie, the daughter of her
mother’s employers. When Marie signs up for the contest, Inès reveals an ambition that surprises everyone and joins the contest herself. Like a modern-day
Cinderella, she progressively discovers her potential, her deepest desires and
her doubts.
MICHELLE SIMON-DUNEAU has a lot of experience in writing thanks to
her job as coach in speech writing and oral expression for politicians and businessmen.
272 pages
April 2017

London 2017

Born of Syrian parents, HADIA DECHARRIÈRE has been living in France
since she was a child. This is her ﬁrst novel.
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(La solitude des femmes qui courent)

By Julie Printzac

Friendship, love, children and work… Life with all its ups and downs
and astonishing family secrets that must be revealed, for better or for
worse.
When Justine visits her father’s grave in his hometown thirty years after
his death, she is shocked to ﬁnd a fresh red rose on his tomb. Despite the vow
of silence imposed by her family, Justine begins a desperate exploration of her
father’s past. What secrets have they been hiding all these years?

416 pages
March 2017

Preempt offer
in Germany!

While the family history she thought she knew seems more and more
like an illusion, and while her professional as well as her personal life are
deteriorating, Justine has no choice: she must make radical changes in her life.
Her friends are there to support her. Most of them, like Justine, are single Moms
wanting more out of life…
After a career in publishing, JULIE PRINTZAC now works free-lance. The
Loneliness of Women On the Go is her ﬁrst novel.

London 2017

Taking Control
(Emprise)

By Valérie Gans
Claire is a twenty nine year old free lance designer and happily single.
But all that changes when she meets Mark, a handsome charming man. She,
who never desired to live with a man, ﬁnds herself sharing her apartment with
Mark and a few months later, they are wed. Then she leaves all her past life to
follow Mark to Saudi Arabia for his career.
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In Riyadh she is both fascinated by the Orient and appalled at the lack
of freedom for women. Thus begins a long descent into hell for Claire. With no
choice but to submit to these new rules, little by little she loses her combative
spirit and Mark becomes more overbearing and violent.
A story of love, submission, resilience, sublimation and friendship
in a world that does not appreciate women and seeks to diminish them.
Journalist with Figaro Madame, VALÉRIE GANS is the author of several
novels, among which, Le Bruit des silences, 2013.

352 pages
April 2017

Fixed Term Contract
(A durée déterminée)

By Samantha Bailly
After an internship, Ophélie obtains a ﬁxed term contract and
struggles to match her dreams with the reality of the job market without
losing her determination and love of life.
Samuel is a brilliant IT expert, who suffered from depression and couldn’t
complete his thesis. One is familiar with Pyxis, their new company, the other
knows nothing about it or the business world.Both have high hopes that their
efforts in this company will pay off…
The sometimes cruel, sometimes tender, but always refreshingly honest
portrait of a generation is contained in these two characters.
486 pages
March 2017

WOMEN’S FICTION

The Loneliness of Women On the Go

Born in 1988, SAMANTHA BAILLY worked for two years in the video gaming
industry. Author of several novels and tales, she lives in Paris and devotes all
her time to her passion.

HISTORICAL FICTION

(Le Piège de verre)

By Eric Fouassier
In the Fall of the year 1503, three alchemists are found
assassinated in dramatic circumstances. Convinced that the
murders are the sign of a dangerous conspiracy against the crown,
Anne de Bretagne recruits two improbable characters to investigate: the
Baron de Comballec, a gruff and bossy soldier, and Héloisie Sanglar, an
attractive, young expert apothecary.
In order to dismantle the diabolical scheme, obviously the fruit of a
deranged mind, they must decipher the enigmas found on a mysterious
parchment and gather clues in several sacred and symbolic places of
the realm.
A stained glass window with sinister powers, occult science and
mysterious disappearances. Threats weigh heavily on young Heloise
who is nevertheless determined to destroy the king’s adversaries. She
will need all the help of her allies, among them her childhood crush the
Knight Bayard, and of course Comballec who seems to awaken some
troublesome feelings in Heloise.
Born in 1963, ERIC FOUASSIER is a member of the Académie
national de pharmacie, specialist in the history of pharmacy that he has
been teaching at University for over twenty years. He is also a lover of
tracking games with clues and enigmas.

480 pages
February 2017

Conspiracy
(Conspiration)

By Eric Giacometti & Jacques Ravenne
In this 11th volume of Giacometti and Ravenne’s famous
series, American occult societies and a secret arising from the
depths of history are at the heart of Police Commissioner Marcas’
new adventure.
Marcas, suspended by his hierarchary, travels from France to the
USA to uncover a secret that haunts the history of France. A secret
powerful enough to destroy Western Democracy. Two centuries earlier,
in the midst of the French revolution, Inspector Ferragus - present in the
Illuminati - is caught up in a race against the clock to unmask the occult
group that is after the same secret. At the heart of the secret : absolute
power.

530 pages
May 2017

ERIC GIACOMETTI was a journalist with Le Parisien. He has
conducted several investigations into Freemasonry and had been an
observer of the society for many years. JACQUES RAVENNE is a writer and
Freemason. He is a specialist of ancient manuscripts. Old friends, they
share a passion for symbology and secret societies, real or imagined.

London 2017

The Glass Trap
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(Le Kaiser et le roi des menottes- Houdini, magicien & détective, T.2)

HOUDINI

By Vivianne Perret

MAGICIEN & DÉTECTIVE

LE KAISER ET LE ROI
DES MENOTTES
roman

Vivianne Perret

288 pages
February 2017

After Metamorphosis, this is the next exciting adventure of the
famed magician Houdini.
October 1900, Berlin. Houdini has become the star of magic with
his “king of handcuffs” routine and has set out to conquer Europe. He
is slated to perform at the prestigious Wintergarten. But, the evening
before the ﬁrst show, Herr Krupp invites him to a private show in his
sumptuous Villa Hügel. Difﬁcult to refuse when the guest of honor is the
Kaiser himself.
As the evening progresses, Herr Krupp and the Kaiser amuse
themselves by prodding Houdini to attempt to open a reputedly inviolable
safe. But when they open it to show the magician the inside, they are
horriﬁed to discover the body of a young woman dead from asphyxiation.
Von Hüllessem, the Berlin chief of Police will ask for Houdini’s help to
understand how the safe, for which only Herr Krupp had the password,
could have been opened and by whom…
Born in 1961, VIVIANNE PERRET is a journalist, historian, writer,
screenwriter, radio host and insatiable globetrotter who speaks several
languages.

CRIME NOVELS

Houdini, Magician and Detective, V.2

London 2017

The Kaiser and the King of Handcuffs
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1st volume published
in 2016

Then Something Clicked
(Déclic)

By Stéphane Jolibert
Leandre’s wife despises him and his two daughters consider
him despicable. Leandre hates his life and can barely face it each day.
One dreary morning, he goes out to get the mail and his life is about
to change. In the mailbox he ﬁnds an envelope full of money, enough
money for a man to make himself a new life, even a man like Leandre.
Madison has a girl’s name and every time he asks his father about
it, he gets the same answer : “Because it’s cool”. Madison doesn’t dare
contradict his father and anyway, if anyone tries to make fun of him he
has the help of his longtime friend Momo who is 6 foot 5, 220 pounds.
The truth is, his name is the least of his problems. Madison dreams of
escaping his city, to somewhere far away. One day he and Momo come
across a dead body. Next to it they ﬁnd a sports bag full of cash. Enough
to offer a second chance to two young men born in the wrong place.
What would you do if you had a chance to change your life?
STÉPHANE JOLIBERT grew up in Senegal and studied at the Fine
Arts college in St Etienne. For years he traveled the South Paciﬁc and
worked as an artistic director. His ﬁrst novel, Dedans ce sont des loups
earned the Prix des lecteurs des bibliothèques et des médiathèques de
Grand Cognac. Today he lives in Belgium.

320 pages
March 2017

4 Seasons in a Good Mood

(Les quatre saisons de la bonne humeur)

Rights sold:
Germany (Piper)
Spain (Maeva)

By Michel Lejoyeux

A stimulating program that includes advice on food, exercise, leisure
activities, psychological guidance as well as recommendations on
what music to listen to and what paintings to admire.
Pr Michel Lejoyeux offers a clear and practical method on how to load
up on optimism and energy year-round. Using the lifestyle principles he
practices both privately and professionally, he writes us a “subscription” for
the entire year. All his techniques have been medically and scientiﬁcally
tested. They are completely natural, harmless, without any chemical
additives and will slowly revolutionize the chemical balance of our brain
and the physiology of our body, chasing away the blues and building our
resistance and health.
We also discover how to raise our serotonin (the happiness hormone)
levels and lower those of noradrenalin (the stress hormone).

LITERATURE
NON
FICTION

45,000
copies sold!

London 2017

MICHEL LEJOYEUX is a professor of psychiatry and addictology,
head of departments at several Parisian hospitals. He is the author of
international research studies and of successful books on optimism and
health.

288 pages
Novembre 2016

By the same author:

Anyone Can Learn to Smile

(Tout déprimé est un bien portant qui s’ignore)

We all have a good-mood machine in our skulls but we don’t know how
it works!
This book will explain how and offer a feel-good lifestyle without medication
or chemicals of any kind.

“With a few easy exercises and no medication, Pr Lejoyeux delivers the keys to a
cheerful life.” ELLE
“A marvel of wisdom, both witty and clear.” L’EXPRESS
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306 pages
January 2016

Rights sold:
Bulgaria (Fakel)
China (Insight Media)
Italy (Vallardi)
Russia (Ripol)

The Kidney, no beans
(Le Rein a bon dos)

By André Giordan
A short treaty on the kidney.
The kidney is one of our lesser known organs. Not only does the
kidney rid the blood of toxins, it is also an amazing internal control tower,
regulating the body’s vital systems and a great number of indispensable
components through a highly sophisticated process, comparable to
nanotechnology, that industry has long been trying to duplicate.
One of the kidney’s products, urine, has been studied and admired
through the ages. The Roman emperor Vespasien built his fortune on
urine and it may well become the “oil” of the 21st century! Stay tuned!
How do our kidneys manage to stay so efﬁcient? What is the best
way to take care of them? And how can we help them to produce super
endorphins, the pleasure hormones?
ANDRÉ GIORDAN is a physiologist, specialized in therapeutic
education. He is also a professor at the University of Geneva. He has
previously published with Lattès.

220 pages
April 2017

(La Chirurgie de l’âme

By Marc Lévêque & Sandrine Cabut
Addiction, depression, bulimia, anorexia, obsessive compulsive
behaviors… Many psychiatric disorders will soon be cured through psychosurgery. Psychosurgery however has always been a controversial
medical ﬁeld and raises many ethical questions regarding bionics and
the normalization of human behavior. Post WWII, it was purported to
heal homosexuals, “aggressive individuals”, “perverts”and drug addicts.

LITERATURE
NON
FICTION

Soul Surgery

320 pages
February 2017

This is the ﬁrst complete and accessible book to discuss the
many challenges that face psychosurgery in the future.
DR MARC LÉVÈQUE is a neurosurgeon in Paris. He previously directed a hospital in Marseille and practiced medicine at the Pitié-Salpêtrière hospital in Paris.
Doctor, author and journalist, SANDRINE CABUT worked with
Science and Avenir magazine and Liberation. Today she works at Le
Monde.

London 2017

Today, psychosurgical techniques are far more reﬁned thanks to
new technology that has permitted an extraordinarily detailed picture
of the brain and its functions. Outdated methods, however, have not
completely disappeared, as cases of radiation treatment of “aggressive
individuals” in South America and destruction of basal ganglia in morphine addicts in China prove. Will a neuroanatomy of mood disorders
be possible in the future? What will happen if a part of the brain that
promotes aggression or pedophilia is identiﬁed?
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Absolutely Woman
(Femme absolument)

By Adeline Fleury
”I am a woman, 38 years old, and living in Paris in 2016. It’s
not always easy juggling with so many things at once: being a super
mom, trying to move ahead with my career, ﬂourishing in a loving
relationship and being free. I don’t get the impression I am trying to
conform to any magazine, advertising diktat or masculine fantasy. I
may risk disappointing those militant feminists who see society through
the deformed lens of masculine domination and who see any form of
assumed femininity as the enemy. But I do not see being sexy as being
a traitor to the cause. These days, the female body is under attack from
all sides but I rejoice in all that is feminine.
This book, born of my experience is an ode to the liberty of
all women.”
ADELINE FLEURY was a journalist for the Journal du dimanche
for ﬁfteen years. Today she is a novelist and essayist (Petit éloge de la
jouissance feminine - François Bourin Editions).
224 pages
March 2017

LITERATURE

HIGHLIGHT
Barracuda For Ever
By Pascal Ruter

It all starts to go south when Napoleon leaves his wife. He is a young man of
85 years and an ex-boxer who decides to say to hell with it all. He wants a new
life. With his aide-de-camp grandson Leonard Bonheur, they begin a merciless
rebellion against discipline, conformity and moderation - all the things that take
the fun out of life.
They enjoy rowdy bowling games and frantic dancing to old Claude François
hits and communicate with each other in Esperanto. The two compadres
lie copiously to family and friends and are on the road to some serious
troublemaking.
Leonard is determined to spare his grandfather the fate of the elderly and
Napoleon will never accept a life in exile in a nursing home.
Born in 1966, PASCAL RUTER is a high school French teacher. He is
the author of several novels, Le Coeur en Braille (2012), Le Coeur à l’envers
(2014).

342 pages
January2017

London 2017

“Never surrender! Forever invincible!”
A young boy accompanies his rebellious grandfather “Napoleon” in his
ﬁnal battles.
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“A phenomenon. The spirited rythm, just like the poetry and the imagination, and the simplicity of the writing remind us the novel by Jonas Jonasson, The Hundred-Year-Old Man Who
Climbed Out of the Window and Disappeared.” LE FIGARO LITTÉRAIRE
“Pascal Ruter succeeds writing a fast pace story with moving characters and he founds the
right balance between humor and emotion, seriousness and excentricity.” LIRE

Rights already sold in 8 countries!
Rights sold:
UK (Little Brown)
Germany (Droemer)
Italy (Corbaccio)
Spain (Grijalbo)
South Korea (Woorinani)
Russia (Corpus)
Israel (The Armchair)
Estonia (Varrak)

